(Enter Date Here)
Brother (Enter Last Name Here):
Welcome, and congratulation on reaching the sublime degree of Master Mason, and on behalf
of all your friends and Brothers at Rabboni Lodge, welcome!
You have embarked upon a lifelong journey to improve yourself and the lives of others. What
you do with this opportunity will define you as a Master Mason.
Every man who travels toward the East does so for personal reasons, known but to him. We
all share a similar experience, the three degrees and the associated lessons, but each of us
interprets and implements those lessons in unique ways. I encourage you to search deeply
within yourself to discover how those lessons apply to you, to find unique ways to leave your
legacy to the Fraternity and the improvement of those less fortunate than ourselves.
At this moment in time you are most likely energized by your experience and there is no
better way to act upon that energy than to find opportunities in which you can begin
contributing to the Lodge, and thus to Freemasonry.
We, at Rabboni Lodge, will support you as a Brother; we ask that you support us as well.
Some men aspire to the oriental chair in the East as Master of the Lodge. Others take a less
prominent role by working behind the scenes to strengthen the Lodge from within, attending
meetings and assisting with activities. Still, others reach beyond the Lodge to the community
outside our doors and beyond, to find ways to help those who may not even know we exist.
Regardless of your preference, we ask you to become and remain active. Your life will be
richer because you have made a difference.
In this welcome package you will find a list of ways in which you can become immediately
involved with Rabboni Lodge and Freemasonry. The list is not exhaustive, for the ways you
can contribute are endless. You are a unique individual with a combination of interests,
strengths, and talents unlike anyone else. Use those gifts to find unique ways in which you
can make your own contribution upon the Fraternity and mankind.
As Lodge Ambassador, my job does not end once you take your third degree. In many
respects, it only begins. I certainly enjoy bringing Freemasonry to a new candidate, but I take
even greater joy in assisting a new member in getting fully engaged in the Lodge. I will be
happy to assist you in any way I can. Take this opportunity to take the next step, to begin
giving back the treasures that have been bestowed upon you. I promise you, you will not
regret it.
Once again, congratulations, and enjoy this opportunity to make a difference!
Fraternally,
Wor. Bro. Richard H. Ryder
Rabboni Lodge Ambassador

